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Overview:  

Year 13 Christian Thought focuses on the religion of Christianity. Students 
explore different theological ideas about Christianity and how it has de-
veloped since the religion was created. They will also analyse key beleifs 
and traditions within the religion and compare and evaluate other theolo-
gians statements on these. The exam for this subject is essay based. 

Term 3: 

Religious Experience 

Students will investigate different arguments surrounding people who 
have experienced religious visions or who have claimed to have contact 
with God. We will consider whether these claims are valid or whether 

they can seen as reliable evidence for God’s existence. 

The Problem of Evil 

Students will explore the rock of atheism; within the problem of evil is 
the biggest argument that stands against the religious concept of God. 

We will take into account whether these arguments have validity or 
whether there are arguments that can explain the problem of evil while 

defending the Christian understanding of God. 

Term 2: 

Arguments based on Observation:  

Students will be exploring the different arguments put for-
ward by theists on the existence of God based on observable 
evidence and whether these arguments have validity or not.  

Arguments based on Reason: 

Students will be exploring the different arguments put for-
ward by theists on the existence of God based on pure reason 

and whether these arguments have validity or not. 

Term 1:  

Ancient Philosophical Influences:  

Students will explore ancient Greek philosophy and how it has influenced modern thinking within morality, reality and religion. We will focus on 
two giants of philosophical thinking, Plato and Aristotle, and compare their understanding of reality; whether there is true knowledge can be found 

in this reality or within another unseen reality. 

Soul, Mind and Body: 

Students will investigate the complex dilemma between the spiritual concept of the soul and the physical reality of the body and how these two 
concept interlink. We will view different theories on how the soul and body coexist and view that human life comes wholly from matter.   


